
Log on or call Team DSD  on  

020 8090 3890 

for live prices and full inclusions 

Wind Dancer – Deluxe Grand Canyon Helicopter Tour 
Experience the thrill of flying over the Hoover Dam, Lake Mead and 

Fortification Hill as your state-of-the-art helicopter heads towards 

one of the world's greatest natural wonders, the Grand Canyon.  

Wind Dancer – Deluxe Sunset Tour with Canyon Landing 
For an extra special experience, return to Las Vegas when the 

setting sun casts an orange glow over this magical landscape and 

culminates with a fly-by of the illuminated Las Vegas ‘Strip’.  

Silvercloud Deluxe Grand Canyon Helicopter Tour 
Perfect for those with limited time, this flight offers spectacular 

views of the Grand Canyon and surrounding area concluding with a 

trip over the Vegas strip but does not land on the canyon floor.  

Silvercloud Deluxe Grand Canyon Helicopter Sunset Tour 
Make your tour extra special by opting for the sunset departure 

which means you'll experience a magical sunset on your flight back 

as well as seeing the dazzling lights of the ‘Strip’ come to life.  

Skywalk Odyssey Grand Canyon Helicopter Tour 
This deluxe tour combines an exciting  flight with tickets to the 

Grand Canyon Skywalk, an amazing glass structure which allows you 

to walk out over the Grand Canyon rim, 4,000 feet above the floor.  

Indian Territory Grand Canyon Helicopter Flight 
Sip champagne on the canyon floor, explore the incredible views &  

heritage of the West Rim in Hualapai Indian Territory and see the  

famous Vegas 'Strip' from above on your  journey back to Vegas.  

Las Vegas Strip Helicopter Night Flight 
Vegas Nights is an amazing night-time helicopter tour which flies 

over the incredible sights and sprawling mega-resorts of the Las  

Vegas Strip in an ECO-Star helicopter, the 'limousine of the sky'.  

Canyon Dream Air and Land Tour 
Enjoy a scenic 40-minute flight to the Grand Canyon South Rim 

aboard a sightseeing aeroplane before switching to a deluxe eco 

star helicopter for a spectacular flight over the Canyon itself.  

Canyon Spirit Deluxe Helicopter Tour 
Departing from the South Rim, this deluxe flight will reveal stunning 

bird's-eye views of the North Rim and the eastern end of the Canyon 

- arguably the most spectacular part of this geological masterpiece. 

Deluxe Grand Canyon Helicopter & Rafting Tour 
This 'tour of two halves' begins with a spectacular helicopter tour of 

the Grand Canyon West Rim before heading to the base of the Hoover 

Dam for a narrated rafting voyage along the Colorado River.  

  Las Vegas Strip & Grand Canyon Helicopter Tours  

Neon Lights & Savory Bites 
Enjoy Las Vegas' late night food scene combined with a jaw-

dropping helicopter ride of the world-famous Las Vegas Strip on this 

new, small group tour.  
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